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Abstract 

This paper studies the applicability of thermo-mechanical coupled weld simulations (Sysweld®, 
simufact.welding®) vs. simplified methods (Weldis®) based on the inherent strain formulation. A 
procedure is introduced to derive characteristic inherent strain values from thermo-mechanical 
coupled simulation runs. Experimental work focusses on a T-joint made of medium-strength structural 
steel S355 to validate the numerical distortion results. Further on, different restraining conditions are 
studied and a numerical framework is built-up to cover this influence on distortion. Finally, the 
developed inherent strain procedure is applied to a more complex corner stiffening frame in which the 
aspect of boundary condition modelling is examplified. 
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1 Introduction 
 
The precedent distortion engineering of welded steel frames at design stage is important to be competitive in 
manufacturing of such structures. Besides the employees expertise in complex interactions of welded 
structures during welding, numerical engineering tools offer the possibility to determine the distortion at 
design stage. In the recent years, significant improvements in three-dimensional simulation of welded joints 
were achieved, both in terms of numerical methods and availability of high-power-computing. An example of 
an experimentally validated T-joint is depicted in [1], and a three-dimensional finite-element model of a multi-
pass joint assembly is shown in [2], demonstrating the general applicability for more complex parts and 
components. Structural thermo-mechanical coupled weld simulation is beneficial to determine the effect of 
welding sequence [3] at the design stage and therefore provides a tool to minimize the total costs of a 
welded structure. Although the thermal elastic-plastic simulation is a very powerful tool to calculate distortion 
and residual stress distributions after the welding process, its applicability is limited to comparably small 
parts and assemblies due to computing time limitations. 
 
A comprehensive overview of the numerical capabilities to simulate the welding process is given in [4]. 
Decoupling the thermal solution from the mechanical part and application of several simplification 
hypotheses can reduce the computational time [5, 6], but the transient elastic-plastic mechanical solution still 
defines the major task to solve [7]. There are numerous contributors affecting distortion in welded structures; 
especially, heat-source input definition, thermal and mechanical material properties, phase transformations, 
contact conditions as well as root gap and misalignments, weld sequence, tacking and restraining conditions 
influence the results in a complex way. The basic interaction process between distortion and residual stress 
due to welding is described in [8]. Key factors for simulation are the appropriate models for heat input, 
material behaviour and contact definition. The inherent deformation of a welded structure is strongly 
influenced by change of the plastic deformation from room temperature to melting temperature; but 
additional factors such as the ‘restrained’ movement of each part due to clamping or tacking [9, 10] have to 
be considered. Especially the latter has a minor effect on residual stress distribution but might play a 
significant role on the welding-induced distortion. 
 
Whereas 3D models are able to predict the distortion and stress distribution in an accurate way even for 
flexible and thin structures, 2D models should be used preferably for thick-walled parts and multi-pass 
joints [11]. The residual stress distribution of 2D models is mostly satisfying, but the evaluated distortions 
may be incorrect especially in case of thin plates. In the following, characteristic factors in regard to welding 
simulation are briefly discussed. 
 



 The influence of restraint condition on the residual stress distribution and distortion for single- and 
multi-pass welds is studied in [12-15]. External restraints reduce the amount of angular bending 
distortion induced by the transverse plastic strain distribution. The clamping condition of the welded 
structure can be quantitatively described by the intensity of restraint [16]. Beside the stiffness of the 
clamping tool, the release time plays a decisive factor for the amount of distortion [17]. 

 The influence of mesh density for three-dimensional weld simulation is investigated in [18, 19]. To 
achieve accurate bending results in case of transversal joints, an outward coarsening of the mesh 
should be avoided. 

 The metallurgical solid-state phase transformation in steels has to be taken into account if the 
welding process of high-strength steels containing characteristic amounts of bainitic or martensitic 
microstructure is simulated [20-22]. Further on, the effect of the applied plasticity theory for welded 
joints is a current research topic [23, 24]. 

 Investigations in [25] showed that not only the maximum heat input, but in particular the transient 
shape of the molten zone has a major effect on the final distortion of the part. The correctness of 
thermal analysis is therefore most important to obtain accurate welding-induced distortions of steel 
structures. 

 A study of inherent welding deformations using an interactive substructure method was done in [26, 
27]. The main benefit of this method is a reduction of computational time by negligible decrease of 
accuracy [28]. In [29], the method of rapid-dumping is presented which also significantly lowers the 
computational time of three-dimensional weld simulation models. 

 
An alternative and very efficient method to predict distortions of welded large scale structures represents the 
inherent strain method [30]. The prerequisite to apply this method is the knowledge of the initial deformations 
for a specific joint. These values can be derived from structural weld simulation or experimental 
measurements. Welding distortion calculation of plate structures by means of elastic finite element method is 
presented in [31, 32]. The distortion of the welded parts is evaluated based on inherent strains, whereas the 
assembly process as well as initial gaps can be taken into account by use of interface elements in the joined 
components. The theory of effective and non-effective inherent strains is explained in a general form in [33]. 
The total strain  in the vicinity of a weld can be subdivided into elastic strain e, plastic strain p, thermal 
strain T, creep strain C and strain due to phase transformations tr. The deformation and stress distribution 
of a welded joint depends on the total strain reduced by the elastic part, leading to the definition of the 
inherent strain  *. 
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The interactions between inherent strain, stress, and deformation are depicted in [34] for thin-plates. The 
inherent strains can be integrated over the cross-section normal to the welding line. This leads to the four 
main fundamental inherent distortion components, namely longitudinal  *

L and transverse  *
T shrinkage as 
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The welding direction is aligned to the x-axis of the coordinate system; the y-axis marks the transversal 
direction and subsequently defines the plane of the base plate. The z-axis characterizes displacements 
normal to the base plate, e.g. its deformation values assign the bending behaviour of the subsequent 
investigated transverse joints. This nomenclature is maintained for data evaluation throughout all transversal 
joint investigations, even though local coordinate systems in the finite element models have different 
definitions. To get the inherent deformations per element, the inherent strains must be integrated over the 
thickness of the plate h for the plain shrinkage; in case of bending the second moment of inertia IXX, and IYY 
respectively, have to be considered in the equation. 
 



The elastic finite element calculation based on inherent strains enables an investigation of twisting and 
buckling behaviour of thin-plate stiffened structures in a time-efficient manner [35, 36]. In this context, the 
inverse analysis defines a method to (back-calculate) the inherent strains from the previously evaluated 
distortion field [37]. Another semi-empirical approach uses the (eigenstrain) reconstruction method to predict 
the residual stress field based on neutron diffraction measurements [38]. If the inherent strain field is applied 
as a trigonometric function over the plastic zone it is possible to predict a well matching weld-induced stress 
field [39]. This also improves the stability regarding the residual stress calculation.  
 
Summing up, three-dimensional thermo-mechanical coupled weld simulation is preferable used for simple 
joints due to computational time and costs. Simplified methods based on the inherent strain offer a powerful 
method to assess the inherent deformation after welding. In this paper, the commercially available software 
suites Sysweld® and simufact.welding®, both capable of transient thermo-mechanical welding simulation 
including phase transformation, are used to build up reference simulation models focussing on transversal 
joints with plate thicknesses of eight and twelve millimetres and varying clamping conditions. The evaluated 
results are compared to a simplified inherent strain approach using the analytical tool Weldis® [40]. In 
addition, the application of an inverse analysis for the investigated T-joint, based on the inherent shrinkage 
results of the three-dimensional structural weld simulation, is depicted further on. 

2 Experimental work 
 
A transversal joint with a plate thickness of 8 mm made of S355 structural steel is used as characteristic 
specimen to investigate the distortion behaviour. Each seam is welded in a single run, an intermediate 
cooling time is observed between welding of first and second seam. Each pass is started in the same 
direction, meaning that starting and ending point are identical. The web plate is tacked at both ends to the 
base plate. By application of the gas-metal-arc-welding process parameters in Table 1, a nominal throat 
thickness of a = 4 mm could be achieved for both fillet welds. 

Table 1 – Welding parameters of T-joint with 8 mm plate thickness 

Voltage 
U [V] 

Current 
I [A] 

Weld 
position 

Energy input per
unit length Q 

[J/mm] 

Welding speed 
v [mm/s] 

30 390 PB 877 13.3 
 
The investigated T-joint possesses a girth width of 300 mm, a web-plate height of 150 mm and a total axial 
length of 300 mm. Both the experimental measurements and the numerically computed distortion are 
evaluated at the mid-section of the joint referencing to an axial distance of 150 mm. 
 

 
a) Numerical model including clamping conditions b) Inherent deformation after welding  

Fig.  2.1 Investigated T-joint specimen 
 
The manufacturing sequence of the welded joint is depicted in Table 2. The intermediate cooling time of 
about 6 min provides a cool-down of the first seam down to about 50 °C. The thoroughly solidified seam 
increases the local stiffness of the joint during welding of the second seam. The inherent deformation is 
evaluated at an end time of 2,000 s, (facilitating) room temperature within the whole joined part. 



Table 2 – Weld sequence of T-joint with 8 mm plate thickness 

Task Start time [s] End time [s] 

Welding of first seam 0.0 22.5 

Intermediate cooling 22.5 400.0 

Welding of second seam 400.0 422.5 

Final cool-down 422.5 2,000.0 
 
As shown in Fig.  2.1a, the specimen is fixed to the support plate with a clamping piece applying an initial 
normal force of 500 N to the base plate to avoid rigid body motion during welding. The inherent deformation 
of the unclamped T-joint is shown in Fig.  2.1b. The distorted shape of the base and web plate was scanned 
using a measurement table. Several T-joint specimens were manufactured (leading to an inherent 
deformation of about 7.5 mm) evaluated at the free specimen edge opposite to the clamping point. 

3 Computational work 
 
Two independent models of the 8 mm T-joint were built-up using the simulation suites Sysweld® and 
simufact.welding®. The S355 material database of each program was used for each model postulating an 
initial ferritic microstructure. Boundary constraints and the weld sequence were applied as defined by the 
experiments. It has to be mentioned that both codes show distinct differences in representing the contact 
behaviour between parts. In Sysweld®, the contact of the base plate to the padding support is defined by 
individual contact elements per node. As simufact.welding® is based on the MSC.Marc® solver, it has the 
built-in ability to solve the contact between parts automatically via a body-to-body contact definition. Both 
program suites handle the not-yet-deposited material as quiet elements with significantly reduced 
mechanical properties, Sysweld® uses a stiffness value of 1,000 MPa and in simufact.welding® thousandth 
of the young modulus is implemented. Both codes take the transient phase transformation into account 
leading to a dominant bainitic microstructure of the filler metal. The heat-input is defined as a double-ellipsoid 
model [41]. Fig.  3.1 depicts the transient temperature field for both models during welding of the second 
seam. A welding heat efficiency of  = 0.85 for the GMAW-process is considered in the process definition. 
 

a) Transient temperature field using Sysweld® b) Temperature result using simufact.welding® 
Fig.  3.1 Temperature distribution by numerical weld simulation at t = 415 s 

 
The inherent deformation of the ‘unclamped’ T-joint is shown in Fig.  3.2. Both models exhibit a final distortion 
of about 7.5 mm at the centre of the free edge which matches the experimental investigations. 
 



a) Shrinkage after welding using Sysweld ® b) Shrinkage after welding using simufact.welding ® 
Fig.  3.2 Inherent deformation by numerical weld simulation at t = 2,000 s 

 
The comparison of the residual stress states in Fig.  3.3 exhibits slight disagreements in the vicinity of the 
weld seam. This can be explained by small differences in the S355 material database of each program suite. 
In simufact.welding ®, a slightly more compressive stress field is superimposed at the filler metal boundary 
due to an increased amount of martensitic solid-state transformation. This reduces the stresses in the heat-
affective zone. As the work focuses on the distortion engineering of such joints, this minor difference in 
residual stress state is neglected. 
 

a) Stress result after welding using Sysweld ® b) Stress result after welding using simufact.welding ® 
Fig.  3.3 Equivalent von-Mises stress distribution by numerical weld simulation at t = 2,000 s 

 
The experimentally determined inherent deformation validates the predicted numerical distortion results of 
both software suites. Hence, Sysweld ® and simufact.welding ® are further on used as 3D-simulation tools 
to calculate the deformation of transversal joints with different clamping conditions and varying welding 
parameters. 

3.1 Simplified method based on inherent strain 
 
The four main parameters for the inherent deformation are longitudinal shrinkage, longitudinal bending, 
transversal shrinkage and transversal bending. The bending moment M*

b can be expressed as normal 
distance z* of the shrinkage force F* to the neutral axis of the plate. If the local coordinate system is placed 
into the neutral axis of the plate, the strain distribution in the top/bottom surface can be expressed as the 
sum of strain caused by shrinkage force and bending moment. 
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For an element with a rectangular cross section of thickness z and length l, the strain in the top, middle, and 
bottom layer can be defined as follows. The mid layer is located in the neutral axis of the plate section. 
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To obtain the inherent strains, several procedures can be applied. First, the inherent strains can be 
evaluated based on the distribution of the plastic strain by three-dimensional structural weld simulation. 
Second, the inherent strains can be calculated using the analytical tool Weldis®. Third, the inherent strains 
can be assessed by inverse analysis of a deformed T-joint based on measurements or simulation results. 

3.1.1 Evaluation based on thermomechanical coupled weld simulation 
 
The dominant transversal inherent deformation is based on the distribution of the transversal plastic strain. 
Fig.  3.4a depicts the course of the transversal plastic strain at mid cross-section of the T-joint at the top and 
bottom surface of the base plate. The second seam exhibits a somewhat higher plastic strain which can be 
explained by the fact that in the case of welding the second seam, the stiffness of the part is already 
increased due to the deposited filler metal of the first joint. 
The stress distribution in transverse and longitudinal direction at top and bottom surface of the base plate is 
shown in Fig.  3.4b. As the T-joint can bend in transversal direction without additional restraining, the stresses 
in the longitudinal direction xx are most dominant. Outside the heat-affected-zone, the transversal stress 
equals to zero due to the unhindered bending distortion of the unclamped transversal joint. 
 

a) Transversal plastic strain chart b) Stress distribution  
Fig.  3.4 Strain and stress development at base plate of 8 mm T-joint at top and bottom surface 

 
Based on the transversal plastic strain course at the top layer of the welding process simulated transversal 
joint, the width of the plastic zone wpz can be determined using a cut-off limit of 0.05 %. Subsequently, mean 
values for the plastic transversal strain are accessible by averaging the values of the plastic strain pl,yy over 
the width of the plastic zone. Based on these average values avg

pl,yy,top and avg
pl,yy,bottom,, the transverse 

inherent strain *
yy and the offset z*

yy can be calculated. Finally, the bending behaviour of the investigated 
transversal joint is characterized by the product of inherent strain range between top and bottom layer *

yy 
and the width of the plastic zone wpz. This value is further on used for comparison of the inherent distortion 
between different clamping conditions and geometries. Table 3 sums up the evaluated properties based on 
the three-dimensional thermo-mechanical coupled weld simulation using Sysweld®. 

Table 3 – Evaluated inherent properties for T-joint with 8 mm plate thickness 

wPZ [mm] avg
pl,yy,top [-] avg

pl,yybottom [-] *
yy [-] z*

yy [mm] *
yy wpz [mm] 

16.0 -0.01207 0.00037 -0.00585 1.42 0.199 
 
Longitudinal shrinkage is based on the longitudinal tensile shrinkage force acting on a small area resembling 
a tendon. After welding and final cool-down, compressive residual stresses develop in the adjacent plate 



area to satisfy the equilibrium condition with the tendon force. These residual compressive stresses can lead 
to buckling of thin-walled structures after cooling. The shrinkage in longitudinal direction is a function of the 
ratio between weld cross-section and profile of the surrounding part which resists the thermal expansion of 
the metal in the heat-affected-zone [42]. In [36], an updated equation for the tendon force is presented based 
on the net heat-input per unit-length of the welded joint. 
 

    
mm

J
QkNFQF tendontendon  ,235.0       ( 10 ) 

 
The longitudinal inherent strain can be calculated from the tendon force if a constant distribution over the 
plastic zone of the joint is assumed. This leads to an inherent strain value of *

xx = 0.00326. Finally, minor 
longitudinal bending occurs due to the mismatch of the centre position of the heat-affected tendon cross-
section compared to the neutral axis of the whole T-joint. 

3.1.2 Application of the analytical tool Weldis® 
 
Beside the sketched method to determine the inherent strains based on three-dimensional structural weld 
simulation, the analytical tool Weldis® can be used for calculation. Main input parameters are the geometric 
cross-section, choice of material database and weld manufacturing dependent properties such as net heat-
input per unit length, weld velocity, and wire diameter. Output parameters are the width of the plastic zone 
and the four parameters describing the inherent strain for subsequent elastic finite element simulation. 
In regard to the bending behaviour of the web-plate, the second seam counteracts the transient distortion 
due to welding of the first seam. A parametric study revealed that the counteracting effect of welding the first 
seam, intermediate cool-down and finally welding of the second seam can be taken into account by 
considering only one third of the nominal girth bending value for the web-plate inherent strain. 

Table 4 – Inherent strains for T-joint with 8 mm plate thickness by Weldis® 

wPZ [mm] *
xx [-] z*

xx [mm] *
yy [-] z*

yy [mm] *
yy wpz [mm] 

15.1 -0.00255 0.48 -0.01796 0.73 0.215 
 
This leads to a vertical deflection of the base plate edge of uz = 3.99 mm, which is in agreement to the 
measured value. Fig.  3.5 depicts the results of the finite-element-analysis using the inherent strains 
calculated with the analytical tool Weldis®. 
To calculate the inherent deformation based on pre-defined inherent strains, it is only necessary to run an 
elastic finite element analysis and include the inherent strains as initial state conditions. The finite element 
suite Ansys® supports, since release thirteen, the direct input of elemental strains in the input deck without 
the additional need of implementing subroutines. The linear-elastic simulation of the shell-model is solved in 
two steps. First, the layer-dependent inherent strains act as initial conditions in the model, whereas all nodes 
are fixed in this initial step. By solving this linear step, the nodal reaction forces are calculated by the 
programme. In the subsequent non-linear load step, the boundary conditions of all nodes are released and 
only the centre node is fixed to avoid rigid body motion. This boundary condition is equal to the ‘unclamped’ 
transversal joint previously evaluated in measurement and three-dimensional structural weld simulation. 
 

a) Inherent deformation of 8 mm T-joint b) Equivalent strain at top surface layer 
Fig.  3.5 Results of elastic-finite element analysis using inherent strains calculated by Weldis® 



3.1.3 Evaluation of inherent strains by inverse analysis 
 
As introduced in [37], the inherent strains can be calculated based on inherent deformation at characteristic 
points. Fifteen equally spaced points were chosen for evaluation of the distortion dependent value of the four 
inherent strains. The position of these characteristic evaluation points is shown in Fig.  3.6a. Firstly, the width 
of the plastic zone was fixed to a value of wpz = 18.5 mm. Secondly, the four inherent strain parameters were 
randomly calculated and sorted in monotonic order. The inherent strains in longitudinal and transversal 
direction were varied in ten steps, whereas the two offset values were distributed in five steps to reflect the 
different bending behaviour. This lead to two and a half thousand linear-elastic simulation runs to gain 
deformation results for the chosen field of parameters. 
For the investigated unclamped transversal joint, the longitudinal strain is generally lower than the 
transversal strain. In addition, the transversal bending behaviour is more pronounced than the longitudinal 
one. The four parameters were therefore randomly distributed within reasonable limits; Table 5 lists the field 
of input values. The expected amount of transversal bending, evaluated as product of transversal strain 
range and width of plastic zone *

yy wpz, spans up to 0.945 mm. 

Table 5 – Inherent strain parameter field for inverse analysis of 8 mm T-joint 

*
xx [-] z*

xx [mm] *
yy [-] z*

yy [mm] 
-0.0015 0.101 -0.0076 0.002 
-0.0029 0.387 -0.0131 0.420 
-0.0036 0.602 -0.0152 0.599 
-0.0048 0.675 -0.0170 0.601 
-0.0052 0.781 -0.0183 1.166 
-0.0054 -0.0203 
-0.0056 -0.0214 
-0.0063 -0.0230 
-0.0088 -0.0255 
-0.0098 

 

-0.0292 

 
 

 
The non-linear data fitting capability of MatLab®´s optimization toolbox was used to solve this non-linear 
problem. Within about hundred iterations, the norm of residuals dropped to a value of less than one 
millimetre for the fifteen three-dimensional evaluated points. As the number of input parameters is limited, 
the residual norm can not be reduced further on. This numerical technique of solving the inverse analysis by 
a parametric study of input parameters, although time consuming, was necessary because the Ansys® 
solver and the optimisation toolbox were accessible only at different workstations. For future work, a direct 
coupling is scheduled between the optimisation toolbox and the linear-elastic solver by modification of 
the Ansys® input deck directly within a MatLab® function. This will reduce the norm of residuals further, but 
the currently achieved inherent strain result in Table 6 already proves the applicability of the method. 
 

a) Measurements points for inverse analysis b) Deformation result using inverse analysis 
Fig.  3.6 Evaluation points and inherent deformation result for inverse analysis 

 
The deformation result of each parametric run was evaluated in agreement to the clamping condition of the 
experiments. The evaluated mid cross-section inherent deformation value of uZ = 7.35 mm matches the 
previous results. 



Table 6 – Inherent strains for T-joint with 8 mm plate thickness inverse analysis 

wPZ [mm] *
xx [-] z*

xx [mm] *
yy [-] z*

yy [mm] *
yy wpz [mm] 

18.5 -0.0048 0.602 -0.0170 1.166 0.171 
 
By comparing the product of transversal strain range *

yy and width of plastic zone wpz in Table 3 to Table 6, 
it is recognizable that the value represents the characteristic bending behaviour for this investigated joint. A 
value of 0.2 mm matches the inherent deformation of the welded samples and the results of structural weld 
simulation. 
To explore the applicability of the inverse analysis further on, a second T-joint with an increased plate 
thickness of 12 mm was examined. The nominal throat thickness for this joint equals a = 6 mm and the 
corresponding net heat-input per unit length rises up to a value of Qnet = 1,491 J/mm. Three-dimensional 
weld simulation depicted a transversal inherent deformation normal to the base plate of uz = 3.93 mm. The 
inverse analysis lead to an inherent deformation of uz = 3.42 mm, which matches the thermo-mechanical 
simulation. The remaining norm of residuals of 0.88 mm is again caused by the randomly quantized values 
of the input parameters. Table 7 depicts the inherent strain values for the twelve millimetres joint. The 
product of transversal inherent strain range and width of plastic zone correlates to the numerically evaluated 
inherent deformation of the unclamped transversal joint. 

Table 7 – Inherent strains for T-joint with 12 mm plate thickness inverse analysis 

wPZ [mm] *
xx [-] z*

xx [mm] *
yy [-] z*

yy [mm] *
yy wpz [mm] 

23.1 -0.0029 0.101 -0.0183 0.420 0.178 
 
The similarity in angular distortion for both plate thicknesses can be correlated to the net heat-input per 
square plate thickness Q/h². This related net heat-input has a value of 10.3 J/mm³ for the twelve millimetre 
thick base plate and changes to 11.7 J/mm³ for the transversal joint with a plate thickness of eight 
millimetres. 

3.2 Tjoint study 
 
Several three-dimensional structural weld simulations were carried out to determine the characteristic 
inherent deformation behaviour. It has to be mentioned that the solid model has to possess a minimum 
welded length to reflect the distortion behaviour sufficiently. For short solid models, the geometry of the 
molten zone can not develop sufficiently and therefore the transversal bending of the joint is underestimated. 
The change in temperature at the start node of the weld path defines a characteristic value which can be 
related to the predicted distortion. Fig.  3.7a shows the course of the simulated normal displacement to the 
base plate after final cool-down. The corresponding transient temperature of the start path node at the time 
when the first weld run is finished is plotted on a second axis. 
 

a) Influence of solid model length on distortion b) Adapted inherent strain results 
Fig.  3.7 Influence of length of solid model on inherent deformation  

 
Based on the transient change in temperature of the start node, an empirical correction function was 
generated which modifies the subsequent inherent strain evaluation. Fig.  3.7b depicts the inherent 
deformations based on corrected inherent strain values of solid models with different axial length. Although 



the deformation varies up to half a millimetre, the mean value is in an improved agreement to the 
measurements. To get a proper plastic strain distribution for subsequent evaluation of the inherent strains for 
the simplified analysis, the length of the three-dimensional solid weld model should be at least five times the 
length of the molten zone. 
Two-dimensional simulation results are not applicable for the unclamped condition of this thin-walled joint 
because of the missing three-dimensional axial supporting effect during cool-down of the weld seam. For 
comparison, the two-dimensional simulation leads to a deformation value of uz = 1.41 mm which is quite 
lower than the measured distortion. 

3.2.1 Influence of heatinput per unitlength 
 
The effective throat thickness varies in the following investigations from two, four, up to seven millimetres. 
The plate thickness changes from eight up to twelve millimetres. Inherent strains were assessed both from 
the plastic strain distribution taken from thermo-mechanical simulation using Sysweld®, and by calculation 
with the analytical tool Weldis®. Fig.  3.8a depicts the change in transverse bending over the related net 
heat-input Q/h². The distortion normal to the base plate increases linearly with the related heat-input, but for 
extreme heat-input values the behaviour is non-linear. 
 

a) Effect of heat-input on distortion b) Transversal plastic strain distribution 
Fig.  3.8 Influence of heat-input per unit-length on inherent deformation  

 
The course of the transversal plastic strain pl,yy at the top and bottom surface of the base plate is depicted in 
Fig.  3.8b. Basically, the distribution of the plastic strains at the top layer increases with the related net heat-
input Q/h². Similar tendencies were observed in [26] evaluating bead-on-plate joints. 
For the uppermost numerically investigated related net heat-input of 33.2 J/mm³, the plastic strain distribution 
at the bottom layer is also compressive. If this seam would be manufactured, the risk of a burn through the 
base plate is most presumable. The inherent deformation of the unclamped transversal joint is dominated by 
transversal bending. The difference in the plastic strain distribution between top and bottom layer of the base 
plate is characteristic, which is saturated for this case with extreme heat-input. 

3.2.2 Effect of clamping condition 
 
Clamping reduces the amount of inherent deformation significantly. In addition, the transient change in 
contact behaviour between base plate and padding support also influences the inherent deformation. If the 
base plate can move freely towards the ground, the distortion of the 8 mm T-joint increases slightly 
from 3.99 mm up to 4.15 mm. Fig.  3.9a displays the change in distortion if the base-plates of the simulated 
transversal joints are clamped during the weld process and unclamped after final cool-down. For the 
additionally investigated transversal joints possessing a girth width of 730 mm, the distortion value uz is 
recalculated to a base plate girth width of 300 mm for direct comparability of the results. The simulation 
models consider that the girth plate can not penetrate the padding support; in addition, the clamping 
condition at the lateral ends of the base plate fixes only the displacement normal to the base plate. The 
results of the inherent deformation based on plastic strain evaluation in Fig.  3.9a matches the three-
dimensional thermo-mechanical coupled welding simulation quite well. On the other hand, the numerically 
calculated inherent deformation by Weldis® overestimates the distortion for short girth plate widths. 
 



a) Distortion of throughout welding clamped T-joints b) Effect of clamping distance and restraint condition 
Fig.  3.9 Influence of clamping condition on inherent deformation 

 
The results of a clamping distance study for transversal joints by three-dimensional elastic-plastic weld 
simulation are shown in Fig.  3.9b. The study was carried out for transversal joints with a base plate thickness 
of 12 mm and a reduced throat thickness of 4 mm. Such a cross-section is further on used in the 
investigations of an open-box corner stiffening frame. The related net heat-input exhibits a value 
of 5.3 J/mm3. The drawn results are normalized to support a better transferability to similar joint geometries. 
The displacement normal to the base plate uz is plotted as unity value, whereat the maximal inherent 
deformation of uz = 1.73 mm in the unclamped condition acts as reference value. The evaluated angular 
distortion depends strongly on the clamping distance and exploits to a potential law. The predicted inherent 
deformation in case of welding with a transversal movable bearing is about two thirds of the simulated 
distortion value if a fixed bearing on both girth plate ends is applied. 

3.3 Corner stiffening frame 
 
Beside the numerical investigations of the transversal joint, the applicability of the simplified inherent strain 
method is also examined for a corner stiffening frame. The geometry of the structure is shown in Fig.  3.10a. 
The frame consists of three steel plates, which are joined by six weld passes. After each pass, a certain 
intermediate cooling time is included. The overall weld sequence as well as heat-input per unit length and 
throat thickness are given in Fig.  3.10b. The structural elastic-plastic weld simulation starts with tacking of 
the plates whereat the three plates are fixed by the labelled constraints in Fig.  3.10a. After this procedure, 
the welding sequence of the plates starts with a transversal joint between base and corner plate. Afterwards, 
the web plate is joined with the base plate. Finally, the web plate is welded to the corner plate. The welded 
frame is unclamped after final cool-down at a time of 3,000s. Base and corner plates possess a wall 
thickness of twelve millimetres, whereas the web plate is eight millimetres thick. The throat thicknesses and 
the subsequent heat-input values are similar to the previous transversal joint investigations. 
 

a) Geometry and general boundary conditions b) Weld sequence for numerical weld simulation 
Fig.  3.10 Corner stiffening frame model 

 



The three-dimensional weld simulation of the corner stiffening frame was done using simufact.welding®. 
Different clamping conditions were examined to study the transferability of the thermo-mechanical coupled 
welding simulation to the simplified approach.  

3.3.1 Model without base clamping 
 
If the base plate is not clamped during the manufacturing process, the uppermost inherent deformation 
appears at the left side of the base plate, pointing in positive Y-direction. Fig.  3.11a depicts the distortion 
result of the solid model including a superimposed plot of the applied boundary conditions. The sketched 
deformed shape is scaled by a factor of ten to ensure better visibility of the distortion. Although no clamping 
condition is applied to the base plate, the contact between base plate and padding support avoids 
penetration of the base plate. Therefore, non-linear spring elements with high tension stiffness are applied to 
the nodes of the base plate in Fig.  3.11b to avoid penetration of the base plate into the fictive padding 
support in the simplified model. The stiff clamping conditions at the top of the corner plate and the web plate 
fixtures are modelled by boundary conditions of the corresponding nodes. 
 

a) Three-dimensional weld simulation result b) Simplified shell model with inherent strain sets 
Fig.  3.11 Corner stiffening frame without base clamping conditions 

 
Regarding the inherent strain distribution within the plastic width of each seam, the following procedure is 
suggested. 
 

 Basically, the inherent strain values are constant for a specific seam dependent on the weld process 
parameters, local geometry, and clamping condition. To facilitate an improvement in distinguishing 
the plastic strain amount between clamped and unclamped condition, the length of each plastic zone 
is divided into two regions. The clamped region is mainly influenced from the neighboured plate 
edge. Hence, the clamped length of the seam is determined by drawing a line from the edge point 
covering an angle of thirty degrees. The covered patch is highlighted by a coloured triangle in Fig. 
 3.11b. The remaining elements outside the affected area are initialized with the inherent strain 
values for an unclamped joint geometry. 

 The inherent strains are applied for each element set taking this specific ‘clamping’ condition into 
account. The orientation of the longitudinal and transversal direction should be determined by local 
material coordinate systems for each modelled joint. This facilitates independency from the global 
coordinate system. 

 The influence of clamping and contact conditions can only considered in the simplified model in an 
approximated manner. As the padding support avoids the penetration of the base plate into negative 
Y-direction during welding and final cool-down, the simplified model maintains this behaviour 
approximately by use of contact elements or non-linear springs per affected node. 

 
The amount of the inherent strain distribution and the width of the plastic zone are gained by evaluating the 
results of three-dimensional transversal joints simulation. In addition, the analytical tool Weldis® is used for 
the calculation of these values. The global coordinate system is identical for both the three-dimensional 
model and the numerical evaluation using the simplified inherent strain method. The shrinkage in positive Y-
direction at the left corner of the base plate is calculated as uY,bp,left = 7.4 mm for the solid welding simulation, 
in case of the simplified method based on plastic strains, a distortion value of 6.0 mm, and for Weldis® a 
significantly reduced value of 3.4 mm are obtained. The simplified methods underestimate the angular 
distortion of the short overlap of the base plate, but the general deformation behaviour matches. The 
introduced initial strains lead to an elastic deformation of the simplified shell model, the accumulated strain 
energy of the model for this boundary condition has a value of 257 J. 



3.3.2 Productionoriented model 
 
The corner stiffening frame is initially thoroughly clamped. The web plate is fixed with three welding jaws 
during tacking and immediately unclamped afterwards. The effect of tacking on distortion is therefore 
negligible. Both the base plate and the corner plate are clamped with fixed bearings at the ends. The frame 
is joined in accordance to the welding sequence depicted in Fig.  3.10b. After final cool-down, the clamping 
fixtures of the base and corner plate are released. This leads to the inherent deformation behaviour shown 
in Fig.  3.12a. The change in transient distortion during the weld process is evaluated for the corner of the 
flexible web plate and two edge points of the base plate. During welding of the six passes, no further change 
in clamping conditions occurs. Fig.  3.12b displays the charts of the transient change in distortion value for 
the three characteristic points. The maximum transient distortion is twice as large as the final inherent 
deformation. The counteracting effect of each T-joint pass is clearly recognizable. Welding of the fifth seam 
affects the evaluated lateral distortion of the web plate most. The effect of unclamping after final cool-down is 
insignificant for the base and corner plate, but recognizable in case of the more flexible web plate distortion. 
 

a) Three-dimensional weld simulation result and constraints b) Transient distortion at characteristic points 
Fig.  3.12 Corner stiffening frame with final unclamping – solid model 

 
The inherent strain distribution of the simplified shell model is built-up in the proposed way; similar to that 
in Fig.  3.13a. The clamping of the base plate is considered in the simplified model by two constraint 
equations for the nodes of each base plate edge. The coupling of the displacements in Y-direction and 
rotations in Z-direction via constraint equations reflect the local inherent deformation of the base plate end 
regions which is only clamped during the weld process. The penetration of the base plate into the padding 
support is avoided by additional springs for each base plate node. The weak clamping condition at the top of 
the corner plate is considered by additional bidirectional springs. The plastic strains and the width of plastic 
zone of each seam were evaluated from short solid transversal joint models with adequate cross sections. In 
addition, inherent strains were calculated with the analytical tool Weldis®. The result of the elastic finite 
element calculation using inherent strains is shown in Fig.  3.14b. The distortion of the web plate is similar to 
the solid model, but at the base plate, deviations to the structural weld simulation are recognizable. 
 

a) Simplified model with constraints b) Inherent deformation result 
Fig.  3.13 Corner stiffening frame with final unclamping – shell model 

 



The result of the inherent deformation along six characteristic node paths is shown in Fig.  3.14. Each node 
path is evaluated normal to the corresponding plate plane. Node path #1 and #2 exploit that the shape of the 
inherent deformation along the base plate edge can be covered by the simplified method using the 
approximate boundary description with springs and constraint equations. Variances in the magnitude of the 
inherent displacement chart are unavoidable due to the simplifications in case of the elastic shell model. 
However, the location of the maximum distortion of the base plate is appropriately evaluated in the simplified 
model. The distortion of the web plate is analyzed along node path #3 and #4. The inherent deformation at 
the web plate corner node is predicted correctly. The evaluation of the distortion along node path #5 and #6 
reveals that the inherent deformation is strongly influenced by the applied boundary definition at the top of 
the corner plate. The elastic property definition of the spring stiffness in the shell model has to approximately 
reflect the local plastic deformation behaviour of the clamped area during welding and cooling. Even so, the 
general distortion behaviour can be captured by the simplified conditions in the inherent strain model. The 
aggregated elastic strain energy of the shell model is about 202 J, which indicates a smaller amount of 
general distortion. The clamping condition at the left side of the base plate leads to a significantly reduced 
amount in inherent transversal strain for the corresponding seam number two. 
 

 
Fig.  3.14 Evaluation of distortion along characteristic node paths 

 
The inherent strain method is capable of predicting the distortion of welded structures including interacting 
seams. Within one seam, the local stiffness of adjacent parts should be considered by distinguishing 
between different amounts of inherent strains for ‘free movable’ and ‘clamped’ joints. These inherent strains 
can be evaluated from transversal joints with appropriate cross-section geometry or by application of the 
analytical tool Weldis®. In the case of open-box or twisting sensitive welded steel frames, it is important to 
take the restraining conditions of the structure into account, especially if the structure is finally unclamped 
from the mounting device. Even if the prediction of the distortion after welding, cooling, and unclamping is 
not thoroughly accurate for the investigated open-box corner stiffening frame using the simplified method, 
the shape of the general deformation as well as the point of local maxima can be covered well within 
technical accuracy. For large scale structures, by including distortion sensitive non-linearities in contact or 
clamping conditions, a combination of the simplified inherent strain method applied to an elastic finite 
element shell model with a local elastic-plastic structural welding simulation might offer an interesting method 
to improve accuracy further on. 



4 Conclusion 
 
The inherent deformation of welded structures can be correctly predicted by three-dimensional structural 
weld simulation taking elastic-plastic material behaviour, metallurgical transformations, and contact 
conditions into account. The distortion of a transversal joint made of structural steel S355 was simulated with 
the software packages Sysweld® and simufact.welding® and verified by experimental measurements. 
 
The influence of heat-input per unit length and clamping conditions was studied for fillet welds with different 
plate thicknesses and base plate widths. The angular distortion of a transversal joint can be related to the net 
heat-input per unit length divided by the square of plate thickness. The effect of clamping length and 
clamping type has been examined for the T-joint exhibiting a power law for the influence of clamping 
distance. At a distance of ten times the plate thickness, the inherent deformation is about fifty percent of the 
unclamped distortion. 
 
Based on these extensive three-dimensional weld simulation results, the inherent strains within the plastic 
zone were evaluated. These joint-specific values act as initial conditions in an elastic shell model, leading to 
a simplified prediction of the distortion. In addition, the inherent strain parameters were calculated with the 
analytical tool Weldis® for the examined joint geometries. The comparative investigations showed the basic 
applicability of the tool. 
 
Finally, a method is depicted to map the inherent strains to more complex open-box and twisting sensitive 
models. An approximate procedure is presented for the investigated corner stiffening frame to cover the 
effect of welding induced elastic-plastic deformations in the contact and clamping areas by the use of non-
linear springs or constraint equations in the linear inherent strain model. Although some deviations exist in 
the course of the inherent deformation charts, the general distortion behaviour and the position of local 
maxima can be assessed by the inherent strain approach within technically acceptable limits. 
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